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Very recently M. S. Lucido proved that for any prime p, a periodic finitary linear
pX-group G of characteristic p is isomorphic to some finitary linear group G of0
characteristic zero. Moreover G can be chosen to be irreducible whenever G is0
irreducible. Here we offer an alternative proof, one that is somewhat shorter, more
explicit and more elementary. We then generalize this result by proving that the
same conclusion holds for periodic finitary skew linear pX-groups of characteristic
p; that is, we replace fields by division rings in the hypotheses. This is less
elementary. Q 2000 Academic Press
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Let V be a vector space over the field F of positive characteristic p and
let G be a periodic pX-subgroup of the finitary general linear group
Ž . w xFGL V over V. In 5 Lucido extends the finite-dimensional case by
proving the following.
Ž .THEOREM 1 Lucido . There is a finitary linear group G o¤er a field of0
characteristic 0 that is isomorphic to G. Moreo¤er if G is irreducible, then G0
can be chosen to be irreducible.
w xLuvida's construction involves untraproducts, see 5, Theorem 6 and its
proof. Here we present an alternative approach to Theorem 1 that de-
pends instead on the Schur]Zassenhaus theorem and Pontrjagin's lemma.
We then generalize these results by replacing fields by division rings. This
w xin turn requires some extension of work of Leinen 4 . Specifically we
prove the following.
THEOREM 2. Let V be a left ¤ector space o¤er the di¤ision ring D of
Ž .positi¤e characteristic p and let G be a locally finite subgroup of FGL V .
Ž .Then GrO G is isomorphic to a finitary linear group o¤er some field ofp
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characteristic p. Suppose, further, that G is a pX-group and irreducible as a
Ž .subgroup of FGL V and let F be an extension field of the field P of p
elements containing all nth roots of unity for all n the order of an element of
G. Then G is countable and isomorphic to an irreducible finitary linear group
o¤er F.
Our proof below of Theorem 2, which also uses ultraproducts, can be
simplified if G is assumed to be a pX-group throughout. If dim V is finiteD
in Theorem 2, then the theorem is well known and effectively due to
Ž w x. XZalesski õ see 9, 2.3.1 and G need not be a p -group for the final part. IfÆ
D is an algebraically closed field, then Theorem 2 follows from Theorem A
w x Xof Leinen's paper 4 , where again the p hypothesis is not needed for the
final part, provided we drop the countability conclusion. Applying Theo-
rem 2 to Lucido's theorem, we immediately obtain the following.
COROLLARY. Let V be a left ¤ector space o¤er the di¤ision ring D of
X Ž .positi¤e characteristic p and let G be a locally finite p -subgroup of FGL V .
Then there is a finitary linear group G of characteristic 0 isomorphic to G. If0
G is irreducible, then G can be chosen to be irreducible.0
w xUnlike Leinen's 4 Theorem A, there is no characteristic-zero version of
w xTheorem 2; for example, 2.5.10 of 9 exhibits a periodic metabelian
Ž .trivially irreducible skew linear group H of degree 1 and characteristic 0
that is not isomorphic to any linear group of finite degree. An irreducible
finitary metabelian linear group is finite dimensional, so H is also not
isomorphic to any irreducible finitary linear group of any characteristic.
This shows that the second part of Theorem 2 does not have a characteris-
tic-zero version.
However H is a direct product of finite groups, so H is isomorphic to a
completely reducible finitary linear group of characteristic zero, and, given
any prime p, is isomorphic to a finitary linear group of characteristic p.
X wMoreover if H is also a p -group, and given p, the construction of 9,
x X2.5.10 clearly enables one to construct H as a p -group, the latter
representation of H will also be completely reducible. More generally it is
w xeasy to derive from 9, 2.5.9 that every locally finite skew linear group of
degree 1 is isomorphic to a completely reducible finitary linear group of
characteristic-zero. The following shows that the first part of Theorem 2
also does not have a characteristic-zero analogue.
EXAMPLE. There exists an irreducible, locally finite, finitary skew linear
group G, necessarily of characteristic zero, that is not isomorphic to any
finitary linear group over any field. Moreover G can be chosen to be
either uncountable or, countable metabelian and of degree 2.
Not surprisingly, the difficulty in Theorem 2 resides in the primitive
case. We also prove below the following very easy result.
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PROPOSITION. Let V be a left ¤ector space o¤er the di¤ision ring D of
positi¤e characteristic p and let G be an imprimiti¤e irreducible locally finite
Ž .subgroup of FGL V . With the field F as in Theorem 2, the group G is
isomorphic to an imprimiti¤e finitary linear group o¤er F.
Proof of Theorem 1. We keep the notation V, F, p, and G of the first
² :paragraph. The unipotent radical of G is a p-group and therefore is 1 .
Ž .Hence G acts faithfully and finitarily on the direct sum of the factors of a
composition series of V as FG-module. Thus we may assume V is a
completely reducible FG-module. A trivial reduction enables us to assume
from now on that G is irreducible. Necessarily G is locally finite and
² : Ž .clearly we may suppose G / 1 . We also have the following proof later .
LEMMA 1. Assuming G is irreducible, G is countable.
 4Thus G is the union of an ascending chain H : i s 1, 2, . . . of finitei
Žw x.subgroups. By Maschke's theorem 10, 1.5 V is completely reducible as
w xFH -module. It is also finitary. Hence V s U [ C , where U s V, H isi i i i i
finite F-dimensional and C is H -trivial. Clearly U F U for each i andi i i iq1
Ž . w xU s U [ U l C . Also D U s V, G s V, since G is now irre-iq1 i iq1 i i i
Ž .ducible. Choose a basis B of V lying in D U l C , taking C s V.iG 0 iq1 i 0
 4Then G lies in the stable group on B; that is, with B s b : i s 1, 2, . . . ,i
we have
G F GL V s D GL [ Fb = 1 F FGL V ,Ž . Ž .ž /B i j i1F jF i
where 1 denotes the identity map on [ Fb .i jj) i
We now consider a complete local ring with residue class field F. For
Ž .definiteness, for all m G 0, let J be the unique up to isomorphismm
m Ž .complete local ring of characteristic p resp., 0 if m s 0 with maximal
Ž w x.ideal pJ and residue class field F e.g., see 11, pp. 9 and 22 . Letm
M s [ J b be a free J s module on the basis B of V. Thenm m mbg B
reduction modulo p induces an obvious homomorphism of M onto V.m
Further if 1 F r F m or if m s 0 - r, then reduction modulo pr maps Jm
onto J and M onto M .r m r
Define the stable group on M relative to the basis B of M in them m
Ž . Ž .obvious way; viz set GL M s D Aut [ J b = 1 , with theB m i J m j i1F jF im
Ž . Ž .obvious notation. Since reduction modulo p maps GL n, J onto GL n, Fm
Ž .for any positive integer n, for each m reduction modulo p maps GL MB m
Ž .onto GL V , say with kernel N . Moreover if Q denotes the quotientB m 0
Žfield of the principal ideal domain J and if we set V s [ Q b s Q m0 0 0 0 JB 0
. Ž . Ž .M after the obvious identifications , we have GL M F GL V F0 B 0 B 0
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .FGL V ; indeed we have GL M s GL M l GL V .0 B 0 0 B 0
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Consider for the moment a positive integer n and a finite pX-subgroup X
Ž . Ž .of GL n, F . Let X be the full inverse image of X in GL n, J underm m
Žreduction modulo p and Y the kernel of this map of X onto X i.e.,m m
 Ž . 4.Y s g g GL n, J : g ’ 1 mod p . If m is positive, then Y is a nilpo-m m m
Ž  i Žn. 4 Žn..tent p-group for Y stabilizes p J : 0 F i F m in J and X rYm m m m m
Ž . X Ž( X is a finite p -group. By the Schur]Zassenhaus theorem strictly by a
w x.slight extension of it with essentially the same proof, e.g., 16, Chap. 3 Ym
has a complement C ( X in X and all such complements are conjugatem m
Ž X .in X they are exactly the maximal p -subgroups of X . Reductionm m
modulo pm maps X onto X and C onto a subgroup of X ofmq 1 m mq1 m
< <order X ; that is, onto a conjugate of C . We may choose the Cm m
inductively for m G 1 so that for each m G 1 reduction modulo pm
induces an isomorphism of C onto C .mq 1 m
Now consider the case where m s 0. Then J is the inverse limit over0
m G 1 of the J , the group X is the inverse limit of the X and them 0 m
< <inverse limit C of the C is a subgroup of X of order X . Thus C is am 0
complement of Y in X . Suppose D is a second such complement.0 0
Reduction modulo pm maps D onto a complement D of Y in X , som m m
D s C x m for some element x of X . Pick h g X mapping to xm m m m mq1 m
m h Žmodulo p . Then C and D are congruent modulo 1 qmq 1 mq1
mŽ .n=n. Ž .hk mŽ .n=np J . Hence D s C for some k in 1 q p Jmq 1 mq1 mq1 mq1
Ž . x mq 1Schur]Zassenhaus theorem again . Set x s hk. Then C s Dmq 1 mq1 mq1
and x maps to x modulo pm. Then the limit x of the x exists, liesmq 1 m m
in X and C x is congruent to D modulo pm for every m G 1. We obtain0
C x s D.
X Ž .Now consider a finite p -subgroup H of GL V . Let K be its inverseB m
Ž .image in GL M . Then N F K and K rN ( H. Apply the above toB m m m m m
Ž .each GL [ Fb = 1 containing H. It follows that N has a com-j i m1F jF i
Žplement in K and all such complements are conjugate in K and arem m
X .exactly the maximal p -subgroups of K . This can be done for everym
m G 0.
Now take H to be each of the finite subgroups H of our given group Gi
in turn. We thus construct inductively finite subgroups L of the inversei
Ž .images of the H in GL M such that reduction modulo p maps Li B m i
isomorphically onto H and L F L for each i G 1. Set G s D L .i i iq1 m i i
Ž .Then G is a subgroup of GL M that maps, via reduction modulo p,m B m
isomorphically onto G. In particular G is an isomorphic copy of G lying0
in
GL M F GL V F FGL V .Ž . Ž . Ž .B 0 B 0 0
 4Suppose U is a nonzero Q G -submodule of V . Then M l U / 00 0 0 0
Ž .and N s M r M l U , being embeddable into V rU, is J -torsion-free.0 0 0 0
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Ž .Further N is finitary and countably J -generated since M is . If g g G ,0 0 0
Ž . Ž Ž ..then NrC g ( N g y 1 is finitely J -generated, J -torsion-free andN 0 0
Ž w x. Ž .hence J -free e.g., 2, Theorem 16, p. 44 . Thus NrC G is residually0 N 0
ŽJ -free that is, is embeddable as J -module into a Cartesian product of0 0
. Ž wcopies of J . By Pontrjagin's lemma for p.i.d.'s alternatively by 2,0
x. Ž .Theorem 20, p. 48 the module NrC G is J -free. Hence M s S [ TN 0 0 0
Ž . Ž .as J -module, where S is defined by Sr M l U s C G .0 0 N 0
By hypothesis V is irreducible as FG-module. Since N is J -torsion-free,0
Ž .so pM l U s p M l U - M l U. Consequently pM does not con-0 0 0 0
tain M l U and0
M s M l U q pM s M l U q pS q pT F S [ pT F M .Ž . Ž .0 0 0 0 0
 4 w xThis is only possible if T s 0 . Thus G centralizes N, so V , G s0 0 0
w x w xQ M , G F U and V , G is the unique minimal Q G -submodule of0 0 0 0 0 0 0
w x w xV . In particular V , G is Q G -irreducible. Further taking V , G for0 0 0 0 0 0 0
U and setting M X s M l U, we have0
w x X XV , G s Q M ( Q m M ,0 0 0 0
V ( M rpM ( M XrpM X as J G -module,0 0 0 0
so in particular G acts faithfully on M X, and M ( M X as J -module. Thus0 0 0
replacing M by M X we may ensure that V itself is Q G -irreducible. We0 0 0 0
have proved the following, from which Theorem 1 follows.
X Ž .THEOREM 3. With G an irreducible periodic p -subgroup of FGL V and
with the notation abo¤e, the isomorphic copy G of G embeds as an0
Žw x.irreducible subgroup of FGL V , G . Moreo¤er, G can be chosen so that0 0 0
Ž .G is actually irreducible as a subgroup of FGL V .0 0
We have yet to prove Lemma 1. This we derive from Phillips detailed
w xstudy of periodic finitary linear groups in 8 . If dim V is finite, then G isF
Ž w x.countable by Winter's theorem see 10, 9.5 . Suppose dim V is infinite.F
If G acts primitively on V, then every nontrivial normal subgroup of G is
Žw x w x. w xirreducible 6, 7.4 or 14 . Hence Proposition 3 of 8 yields a contradic-
tion of char F s p / 0. Therefore G is imprimitive.
Let V s [ V be a proper system of imprimitivity for G in V. Then,vv g V
being irreducible, G acts transitively and finitarily on V and each V isv
Ž .finite F-dimensional. Pick v in V and set N s N V . Then V is anv G v v
irreducible FN -module with finite F-dimension and Winter's theorem,v
Ž . Ž .again, yields that N rC V is countable. Set L s F N s C V . Byv G v V v G
Ž .finitariness L embeds into the direct = N rC V .v g V v G v
ŽwIf G is totally imprimitive in its action on V, then V is countable 7,
x. Ž .2.2 . In this case the full finitary group FSym V is countable, so GrL is
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countable. Also V countable implies that L is countable and hence here
G is countable. If not, then G acts almost primitively on V and in this case
Žw x.G has a section isomorphic to an infinite alternating group 7, 2.3 . Such
a group is never a pX-group for any prime p. The lemma is proved.
In the proof of Theorem 2, we use the following.
LEMMA 2. Let S be a set of subgroups of the group G and for each S in S
 Ž .4let f : i g I S be a family of homomorphisms of S. Suppose that for e¤eryi
Ž .finite subset X of G there exists S g S and i g I S such that S = X and
< < < < Ž .X s Xf . Then there is an ultrafilter F on V s S, i : S g S andi
Ž .4 Ž .i g I S such that G embeds into the ultraproduct P Sf rF.ŽS, i.g V i
Proof. For any finite subset X of G, set
< < < <P s S, i g V : S = X and X s Xf . 4Ž .X i
By hypothesis P / B. If Y is also a finite subset of G, then P l P =X X Y
P . Thus the P generate a filter and consequently all lie in someX j Y X
ultrafilter F of V.
Ž .Set C s P Sf . For g g G and v s S, i g V, set g s gf if g g SV i v i
Ž .and g s 1 g Sf otherwise. Define f : G “ C by gf s g . If alsov i v v g V
Ž .h g G, then g h s gh for all v g P and if g / 1, then g / 1 forv v v  g , h4 v
all v g P . Let c denote the composite of f and the natural map of C g , 14
onto CrF. The above shows that c ; G “ CrF is both a homomorphism
and one-to-one. The proof of Lemma 2 is complete.
Ž .Proof of Theorem 2. Now O G is the stabilizer in G of any D]Gp
w xcomposition series of V, see 12, 2.1 and 2.2b . Thus by replacing V by the
Ž .direct sum of the factors in such a series and using the finitariness of G
Ž . ² :we may assume that O G s 1 and that V is completely reducible asp
D]G module. It is now easy to reduce to the case where G is irreducible.
Let X be any finite subgroup of G and consider the P-subalgebra
w xR s P X of End V generated by X. Then R is finite and acts faithfullyD
on V, so V contains some finite faithful R-submodule V . Since G is0
irreducible, D¤G s V for every nonzero element ¤ of V . Therefore there0
is a finite subgroup Y G X of G such that u g D¤Y for every pair u, ¤ of
nonzero elements of V . There exists a D]Y composition factor MrN of0
 4V such that V l M ) V l N s 0 . By construction V F M and so0 0 0
Ž .V ( V q N rN F MrN. Since Y is finite, there is an irreducible0 R 0
Y-submodule V of MrN. Then MrN s DV . If r g R kills V , then r1 1 1
kills DV and hence also V and thus r will be zero. Therefore R acts1 0
faithfully on the irreducible Y-module V .1
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Since finite division rings are fields, the Artin]Wedderburn theorem
here yields that
Rrrad R ( [ P ni=n iii
for some finite fields P and positive integers n and the row spaces P Žni.i i i
Ž .yield a full set of irreducible right R-modules. Moreover it follows from a
Žw x. Žni.theorem of Brauer 1, 70.24 that each P lies in F. Let W s F m P .i i P ii
Ž .Then W is an absolutely irreducible FX-module. We claim thati
Žn .i w xS dim P , x F dim V , x ??? *Ž .i P i Di
and hence that
w x w xdim W , x F dim V , x ??? **Ž .F i D
for every x in X.
 4For let V : a g A be the factors of a D]R composition series of V.a
Then
w x w xdim V , x G S dim V , x .D a g A D a
Ž .Thus replacing V by [V , just to prove * , we may assume that V isa
completely D]R reducible. If U is an irreducible D]R submodule of V,
then, since R is finite, U contains an irreducible R-submodule U . Then1
DU s U and dU ( U for every nonzero d in D. Hence V is completely1 1 R 1
reducible as R-module and its homogeneous components as R-module are
actually D-subspaces of V. Thus we may assume that V is homogeneous as
R-module. Consequently R ( P n1=n 1.1
For simplicity write Q for P and n for n . Choose a basis e , e , . . . , e1 1 1 2 n
Žn. Ž . Ž .of W s Q such that e , e , . . . , e span W x y 1 . Let e be the set of1 2 r jk
Žmatrix units of R corresponding to this basis so e e s d e for all i, j,i jk i j k
. Ž .and k . Then W x y 1 s [ We . Now V is a direct sum of copies ofi i1F iF r
Ž . Ž .W. Hence V x y 1 s [ Ve . Clearly We s Qe is embeddablei i i i i1F iF r
 4into Ve , so Ve / 0 . Consequentlyi i i i
dim V x y 1 G r s dim W x y 1 ,Ž . Ž .D Q
Ž . Ž .from which * and ** follow.
Ž .Let X be the set of finite subgroups of G and for X in X let I X index
the irreducible FX-modules W constructed above. By Lemma 2 there is ani
Ž . Ž .4ultrafilter F on V s X, i : X g X and i g I X such that G embeds
into the ultraproduct
P Aut W rF .Ž .Ž X , i.g V F i
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Ž . Ž .Thus G embeds into GL W for W the space P W rF over the fieldF F V i
Ž . w x Ž .E s P F rF of characteristic p, see 3 , pp. 64]67. By ** we haveV
w x w xdim W , x F sup dim W , x F dim V , x - ‘. 4E F F i D
Ž . Ž . w xthe sup being over all X, i with x g X and i g I X , cf. 15 , p. 179. Thus
Ž .G embeds into FGL W .F
X Ž .Finally assume that G is a p -group as well as being irreducible . By the
Ž .above GrO G is isomorphic to a finitary linear group over some field Ep
Ž . ² :of characteristic p and trivially here O G s 1 , so G is isomorphic to ap
completely reducible finitary linear group over E. By Lemma 1, on each of
the irreducible constituents of such a representation, G acts as a countable
group. Thus, using finitariness again, the group G embeds into a direct
product of countable groups and hence G has an ascending normal series
² :with countable factors. In particular, assuming G / 1 , the group G has
a nontrivial countable normal subgroup, N say.
Ž .Consider again the original irreducible representation G F FGL V . If
G is imprimitive, then G is countable exactly as in the proof of Lemma 1,
Žw x.using Zalesski õ's theorem 9, 2.3.1 in order to apply Winter's theorem.Æ
ŽSuppose G is primitive. If dim V is infinite, then N is irreducible andD
. w x even primitive by 14 . Either way dim V is countable. Let ¤ : i sD i
4  w x1, 2, . . . be a basis of V and set V s [ D¤ . Let G s g g G : V, gj i j1F iF j
4 Ž Ž . Ž ..F V . Then G s N V l C VrV is a subgroup of G and finitari-j j G j G j
ness yields that G s D G . Since dim V is finite, Zalesski õ's and Winter'sÆj j D j
Ž . Ž .theorems yield that each G rC V is countable. Also C V is anj G j G jj j
Ž . ² :elementary abelian p-group by stability theory and hence here is 1 .
Consequently each G is countable and therefore so too is G.j
 4Let G s g : t s 1, 2, . . . . Suppose we have chosen a finite subgroup Xt
of G containing g , g , . . . , g and one of the irreducible FX-modules W1 2 t i
above. There exists, as above, a finite subgroup Y of G containing X and
w x w xg such that R s P X acts faithfully on some irreducible P Y -moduletq1
V . We wish to ensure that W embeds as FX-module into V s F m V1 i 2 Q 1
for Q s End V . To do this we need to be more careful with our choicesY 1
above, since W s F m P Žni. depends upon the particular embedding of Pi P i ii
into F that we have chosen. Provided we construct absolutely irreducible
representations over F rather than just irreducible representations, we
may replace F by the subfield of its algebraic elements, so F is now Galois
over P. The other possibilities for W are given, with many repetitions, byi
Ž .the automorphisms of F. Specifically for g g G s Aut F, let F g denote
Ž g .F regarded as a P -module via a ? b s a b , for a in F and b in P .i i
Ž . Ž . Žni.Then set W g s F g m P . Now the group algebras PX and FX arei P ii
semisimple, for G here is a pX-group, so it follows from Artin]Wedder-
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Ž .burn theory that the W g for g g G list, with numerous repetitions, alli
the irreducible FX-modules that as PX-module are direct sums of copies
Žni. Žof P they are easily seen to be irreducible and nonisomorphic for gi
with distinct actions on P and then an elementary count shows that theyi
.give all possible irreducible FX-modules .
Similarly V will depend upon the choice of embedding of Q into F.2
Now V and hence V are faithful as R-modules, so V contains a copy U1 2 2 1
Žni. Ž .of the irreducible R-module P . Then FU F V is an FX-module thati 1 2
Žas PX-module is a direct sum of copies of U using that aU ( U for1 1 R 1
.nonzero a in F . Necessarily FU will contain an irreducible FX-submod-1
Ž .ule. By the remark above this will be isomorphic to one of the W g .i
Ž . Ž .Since, then, W g embeds as FX-module into V s F m V , so W s W 1i 2 Q 1 i i
Ž y1 .embeds as FX-module into F g m V . We may replace V by theQ 1 2
latter; that is, with a suitable choice of the embedding of Q into F we may
ensure that W embeds as FX-module into V .i 2
² :Set X s X, U s W , X s Y, and U s V . With X s 1 andt t i tq1 tq1 2 0
² :U s 1 , we can construct inductively in this way X and U for each0 t t
Ž .t G 1. They have the following properties for all t G 1, where d follows
Ž .from ** above.
Ž .a X F X .t tq1
Ž .b There is a FX -embedding l of U into U .t t t tq1
Ž .c X acts faithfully on U .t tq1
Ž . w x w xd dim U , x F dim V, x for all x in X .F t D t
Let U denote the direct limit of the U and l . Since G is the ascendingt t
union of the X , so U is an FG-module. Also each U is absolutelyt t
Ž .FX -irreducible, so U is absolutely FG-irreducible. By c the group G actst
Ž . w xfaithfully on U. Finally by d we have dim U, x - ‘ for every x in GF
Ž .and consequently G is isomorphic to an irreducible subgroup of FGL U .
The proof of the theorem is complete.
Construction of the example. Let D be the division ring of characteristic
U wzero and H the periodic metabelian subgroup of D constructed in 9,
x2.5.10 . Let V be a set with at least two elements and let T be a transitive
subgroup of the finitary symmetric group on V. Then the permutational
wreath product G s H wr T of H by T is isomorphic to an irreducibleV
w xfinitary skew linear group over D, see Lemma 13 of 13 . Clearly G is
locally finite. By construction H is a direct product = H , where H1F i-‘ i i
is a noncyclic split extension of a cyclic group of order p by a cyclici
 4q -group and the family p , q : i G 1 consists of distinct primes. The basei i i
group K of G is a direct product over i G 1 and v g V of groups
Ž .H v ( H , where T operates on K only via its action on V. Furtheri i
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Ž .G s TK , G is countable if and only if V is countable or finite and G is
Ž . < <isomorphic to an irreducible subgroup of GL n, D whenever n s V G 2.
Ž .Suppose G is also given as a subgroup of FGL V , where V is a vector
space over some field F. We seek a contradiction. If char F s 0 we may
Žassume V is completely reducible as FG-module for replace V if neces-
.sary by the direct sum of the factors of an FG-composition series of V .
Let char F s p ) 0 and assume p divides the order of H . Then H s1 Ž1.
= H is a pX-group and G contains a copy of H wr T. To obtain1- i-‘ i Ž1. V
our contradiction we may replace G by the latter. That is, we may assume
Ž . ² :O G s 1 . Consequently, again we may assume V is completely re-p
ducible as FG-module.
Consider an irreducible FG-submodule W of V. We prove that Kr
Ž . XC W is a p -group for almost all i. For supposeK i
I s i G 1 : KrC W is not a pX-group 4Ž .K i
is infinite. Now W is completely reducible as FK-module and the set
 4W : s g S of nonzero homogeneous FK-components of W is a systems
of imprimitivity for G in W. In particular G acts transitively on S and,
since K is metabelian, finitary and acts nontrivially on W, each dim W isF s
Ž .finite. Let i g I. By hypothesis KrC W contains an element of order p ,K i
so for some s in S, and by the transitivity for each s in S, there is an
Ž .element of order p in KrC W . Pick s in S. Then there exists some vi K s i
Ž .in V such that the Sylow p -subgroup of H v acts nontrivially on W .i i i s
Ž . Ž .Then the natural image Q of H v in Aut W is a noncyclic spliti i i F s
extension of a cyclic group of order p by a cyclic q -group. Moreoveri i
w Ž . Ž .x ² : ² : Ž .H v , H v s 1 if i / j, so the subgroup Q : i g I of Aut W isi i j j i F s
the direct product of the Q . This is impossible for I infinite and dim Wi F s
finite. We have now proved our claim that I is finite.
Let t be a nontrivial element of T. By finitariness
V s W [ W [ ??? [ W [ W X1 2 m
for finitely many irreducible FG-modules W upon which t acts nontriv-k
ially and a direct sum W X of irreducible FG-modules upon which t does act
² G: Xtrivially. Clearly, then, t centralizes W . By the above there exists i
Ž . Xsuch that KrC W [ ??? [ W is a p -group. Let P be the SylowK 1 m i i
² G:p -subgroup of K. Then P centralizes W [ ??? [ W and hence P l ti i 1 m i
X ² G:acts trivially on W [ W [ ??? [ W [ W s V. But P l t , is not1 2 m i
w xtrivial; for example, it contains the element x, t of order p , where v g Vi
Ž .with v t / v and x is an element of H v of order p . Consequently Gi i
cannot act faithfully on V.
Of course G above is never metabelian. However we can choose D and
X ² : < < < <H as above with H a 2 -group. Let H s a , b , where a s p and b isi i i i i i
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a power of q . There is an automorphism x of order 2 of H defined byi
a x s ay1 and b x s b for all i. Now let G be the split extension of H byi i i i
² : Ž Xx . Clearly G is countable, periodic and metabelian since G F A s
² :.a : i G 1 .i
U Ž . Ž .Since H F D and G : H s 2, so G embeds into GL 2, D in the
obvious way. The only involution of DU is central, so any homomorphism
U ² :of G into D maps x into the center of D and A onto 1 . Therefore, if
Ž .G is reducible as a subgroup of GL 2, D , then A is isomorphic to a lower
Ž .triangular subgroup of GL 2, D . The latter is torsion-free, since char D s
Ž .0. Consequently G is isomorphic to an irreducible subgroup of GL 2, D .
Ž .Suppose G is also given as a subgroup of FGL V , where V is a vector
space over some field F. As in the previous case we may assume that V is
completely reducible as FG-module and here each irreducible FG-sub-
module of V is finite dimensional. Since x is a finitary element of
Ž .FGL V , so V s U [ W as FG-module, where dim U is finite and xF
² G: ² G: w xcentralizes W. Then x centralizes W and also x contains H, x G A.
Ž .Thus A acts faithfully on U. But then HrC U is a direct product of theH
Ž . Ž .infinitely many non-abelian groups H C U rC U . This contradicts thei H H
finite dimensionality of U. The proof is complete.
Proof of the Proposition. Let V s [ V be a proper system ofvv g V
imprimitivity for G in V. Then each V is finite dimensional as D-spacev
and G acts on V as a transitive subgroup B of the finitary symmetric
Ž . Ž . Ž .group FSym V . Pick r in V and set A s N V rC V . Then GG r G r
embeds into the permutational wreath product A wr B of A by B. AlsoV
A acts irreducibly on V . By the finite-dimensional case A acts faithfullyr
and irreducibly on some finite-dimensional F-space U. For each v g V let
W be a copy of U and set W s [ W . Then A wr B acts faithfullyv v Vv g V
and finitarily on W in the obvious way, with A acting as given on W ( Ur
Ž .and trivially on other W and B F FSym V acting via its action on thev
sufficies of the W . Thus we obtain a faithful imprimitive finitary linearv
action of G on the F-space W.
We conclude with a comment on finitary groups over J ; specifically we0
Ž . Ž .can define a finitary group FGL M on M and then GL M s0 0 B 0
Ž . Ž .FGL M l GL V . More generally let J be any principal ideal domain0 B 0
with quotient field Q, M s [ Jb a free J-module on B and W sbg B
Ž .[ Qb, s Q m M in the obvious way. An element g of GL M s Aut MJ JB
Ž . Ž .is finitary if M g y 1 is finitely generated over J. In this case M g y 1 is
Ž w x. Ž .J-free of finite rank e.g., 2, Lemma 15, p. 14 . Clearly M g y 1 F
Ž .[ Jb for some finite subset C of B. Set C s C g l [ Jb.Mbg C B _ C
Ž . Ž . Ž .Then [ Jb rC embeds into MrC g ( M g y 1 and so is J-free ofMB _ C
Ž .finite rank. Hence [ Jb s C [ K for some K. Let U s K [ [ Jb .B _ C C
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² :Then M s C [ U as J g -module, g acts as the identity on C and U
Ž Ž ..G M g y 1 is J-free of finite rank.
Ž . Ž .Let FGL M denote the set of finitary elements of GL M . Then
Ž . Ž .FGL M is a subgroup of GL M ; this follows from the containment
M gh y 1 F M g y 1 h q M h y 1 for all g and h in GL M .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
It also follows from
FGL M s GL M l FGL W ??? ²Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .To see this note that W g y 1 s QM g y 1 , so FGL M F FGL W .
Ž . Ž . Ž .Let g be any element of GL M l FGL W . Then W g y 1 F [ QbC
for some finite subset C of B. Hence
M g y 1 F M l W g y 1 F [ JbŽ . Ž . C
Ž . Ž .and so M g y 1 is finitely J-generated. The equality ² follows.
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